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JOBS ON THE PATCH
Keep on top of those weeds! Don't let them

get out of hand.

And keep up the watering. Vegetables with a

high water content like courgette, cucumber,

squashes and tomatoes will swell with a daily

soak. Yum!

Make sure you fertilise your veg this week too!

And of course, harvest anything that you can.

There are four main jobs for the patch this week:

Well hey there!

We are over half way through now at week five! I hope you're starting to see some growth on your

patch and that you're having some success.

This week is the Big Butterfly Count, so I've centred this week's theme all around butterflies. You

can sign up to join in here.

There are around 60 species of butterfly in the UK and up to 22 of them can be found in gardens.

They are important pollinators too.
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WEEK FIVE - BUTTERFLIES

PLANTING
Woohoo! If you've planted some salad or radishes

earlier in the Summer to Grow programme, you'll

probably be harvesting them around now, if you

haven't already!
 

Check every day for new veg. If you've planted fast

growing vegetables like beans, peas or courgettes,

you can get an almost daily harvest.
 

Involve your child as much as possible so they see

how their veg transforms from patch to plate.

https://bigbutterflycount.butterfly-conservation.org/


SKILL
Ever tried mulching? It's super easy and allows you to

get rid of some garden waste as well as add

nutrients to your veg patch.
 

The simplest way to mulch your patch is by adding

grass clippings. Grass is full of nitrogen, which

potatoes and green, leafy vegetables LOVE. Simply

sprinkle a thin layer of your grass clippings onto the

soil around the base of your plants and let nature do

the rest.

An orange, cut into thick slices

A skewer or pencil

Some string, cut into lengths of about 30cm

A large stick (knobbly ones are best)

 Poke some holes into your orange slices

and, using the skewer, thread the string

through and tie into a loop.

 Cut off a longer length of string and tie to

each end of your stick to create a hanging

loop.

 Hang your orange slices onto your stick and

voila!

Hang your butterfly feeder near your patch.

I like to keep things simple, so here's probably

the easiest way to attract butterflies into your

garden... EVER.

You'll need:

How to:

1.

2.

3.

4.

N.B. Replace the orange slices every couple of

days.
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SUNDAY IN THE SOIL ACTIVITY: MAKE A BUTTERFLY FEEDER
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Alternatively, simply place some

orange slices on a plate!



Jobs on the patch

Caring for your patch

Water daily

Dig out weeds

Protect from pests

Feed young plants with fertiliser

Other jobs

Check for vegetables to harvest

Plant out young plants

week five
SUMMER TO GROW
GARDEN JOURNAL

Which plants are you harvesting?

Here's a picture of me learning about mulching. (Draw or glue in a picture here)
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